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Abstract
One of the major activities in Natural Language
Processing is determining a word’s part of speech
(POS) tag. In this research we focus on improving the
accuracy of Persian part of speech tagging by
applying post processing heuristic rules. To evaluate
the effects of those rules we use Bijankhan tagged
corpus and for tagging, Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) approach is selected because of its
simplicity and the ease of implementation.
Furthermore, we have studied the effect of size of
training on the accuracy of the MLE method. The
experimental results show that the heuristic rules
improve the accuracy especially for the unknown
words.

1. Introduction
Part of speech tagging (POS) is the task of
annotating each word in a text with its most
appropriate syntactic category. Having an accurate
POS tagger is useful in many information related
solutions such as information retrieval, information
extraction, text to speech systems, linguistic analysis,
etc.
A POS tagging solution has two major steps. First
step is finding the possible set of tags for each word
regardless of its role in the sentence and the second
step is choosing the best tag among possible tags based
on its context. There are several proposed approaches
for generating a POS tagger. Hidden Markov Models
are statistical methods which choose the tag sequence
which maximizes the product of lexical probability and
the contextual probability. This method is applied
successfully on different languages such as German
[2], English [2, 3], Slovene [4] and Spanish [5].
Another approach is rule-based which uses some
rules and a lexicon to resolve the tag ambiguity. These

rules can either be hand-crafted or learned [10]. Other
machine learning models used for tagging include
maximum entropy and other log-linear models,
decision trees, memory-based learning, and
transformation based learning [6, 7].
In this research, we focus on memory-based
learning methods. Memory-based taggers are trained
with a training set and they use learned information to
tag a new text. The tagger that is used in this research
is MLE tagger [8, 9] and the corpus is BijanKhan's
tagged corpus [1, 9]. In addition to study the MLE
accuracy with different test and training sets, this
research provides some heuristic rules to improve the
accuracy of the Persian POS taggers.
The previous experimental results show that the
overall accuracy of the MLE method for unknown
words (the word that was not seen before in the
training set) is low. This value is 0.032% for the first
model of MLE, MLE-DEFAULT, and is %54.78 for
the second model of MLE, MLE-N_SING [9]. The
new heuristic rules used in this study has improved the
accuracy of both MLE methods for unknown words,
19.49% improvement for MLE-DEFAULT and
11.43% improvement for MLE-N_SING. Finally the
overall accuracies have improved by 1.50% for MLEDEFAULT and 0.86% for MLE-N_SING.
In section 2 we describe the MLE tagger. The new
heuristic rules are exhibited in section 3. Section 4
explains the evaluation environment, the MLE
accuracy and the effect of applying heuristic rules.
Finally, section 5 is the conclusion and future work.

2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section we present the maximum likelihood
estimation approach for POS tagging. For every word
in the training set, MLE calculates the tag which is
assigned to the word more often than the other tags
[10]. For this purpose, MLE calculates the maximum
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likelihood probabilities for each tag assigned to any
word in the training set. Then it picks the tag with the
greater maximum likelihood probability for each word
and makes it the only tag assignable to that word. This
tag is called the designated tag for that word. For the
purpose of tagging, this method analyzes the words in
the test set and assigns the designated tags to the words
in the test set [10, 9]. There are two different models of
MLE method namely, MLE-N_SING and MLEDEFAULT (N_SING and DEFAULT are the name of
2 tags in the tag set). MLE-DEFAULT assigns the
“DEFAULT” tag to each unknown word while MLEN_SING assigns the “N_SING” tag, which is the most
frequent tag in the collection, to each unknown word.
Hence, the designated tag for unknown words in MLEDEFAULT model is “DEFAULT” and in MLEN_SING model is N_SING.
We ran the MLE Estimation on five different test
and training sets of reduced-tags Bijankhan corpus, the
same five sets that is used in [8, 9]. These sets had
generated by randomly dividing the corpus into two
parts with an 85% to 15% ratio. Table 1 shows the test
collections.
Table 1 Test and Training Sets Used in [8, 9]
Run
1
2
3
4
5
Avg.

Training
Tokens/Percent
2196166 / 84.52
2235558 / 86.04
2192411 / 84.38
2178963 / 83.86
2186811 / 84.16
2197982 / 84.59

Test
Tokens/Percent
402050 / 15.47
362658 / 13.96
405805 / 15.61
419253 / 16.13
411405 / 15.83
400234.2/ 15.40

Total
2598216
2598216
2598216
2598216
2598216

As Table 1 shows, in [8, 9] the authors in each run
have considered %85 of the collection as training set
and the remaining, %15, as the test set and then
evaluated the accuracy of MLE. However a good idea
is to study the accuracy of MLE method with different
distribution of words in test and training sets. So, for
further investigation, especially unknown words, we
divided the reduced-tag Bijankhan collection into
different test and training sets. Our main purpose was
to study the accuracy of MLE in a situation that the
amount of training data is low and the effect of it on
the MLE’s accuracy. The information of the new sets
is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Test and Training Sets with Different
Distribution in Test and Training Sets
Run
6
7
8

Training
Tokens/Percent
2208488 / 85.00
1948695 / 75.00
1688874 / 65.00

Test
Tokens/Percent
389728 / 15.00
649521 / 25.00
909342 / 35.00

Total
2598216
2598216
2598216

9
10

1429038 / 55.00
1169236 / 45.00

1169178 / 45.00
1428980 / 55.00

2598216
2598216

Table 3 and 4 show the accuracy of two models of
MLE tagging quoted from [9]. As it is shown in this
table the accuracy of both two MLE models is the
same for known words because these models behave
differently only with unknown words. Both tables
show that the accuracy of MLE is very low for
unknown words from nearly 0.1% for MLEDEFAULT to nearly 50% for MLE-N_SING.
Table 3 Accuracy of MLE-DEFAULT
Run
1
2
3
4
5
Avg.

Known words
96.50%
96.78%
96.53%
96.53%
96.64%
96.60%

Unknown words
0.12%
0.16%
0.18%
0.09%
0.23%
0.15%

Overall
94.55%
94.91%
94.53%
94.51%
94.68%
94.63%

Table 4 Accuracy of MLE-N_SING
Run
1
2
3
4
5
Avg.

Known words
96.50%
96.78%
96.53%
96.53%
96.64%
96.60%

Unknown words
52.60%
56.63%
51.49%
55.48%
54.34%
54.11%

Overall
95.61%
96.00%
95.59%
95.67%
95.78%
95.73%

To find out the problem we investigated the
unknown words and their tags in the test collection.
After examining the unknown words in the collection,
we have come up with some heuristic rules to improve
the accuracy of MLE models.

3. Heuristic Rules
In this section we present some heuristic rules to
improve the accuracy of MLE for unknown words.
According to our investigation we realized some
interesting points. Firstly, as it truly mentioned in [8,
9] the correct tag for most of the unknown words is
"N_SING". That explains why the MLE- N_SING
model which selects "N_SING" as designated tag has
better accuracy. Second, some of the unknown words
those were plural nouns ("N_PL") tagged as
"DEFAULT" or "N_SING" by MLE models
incorrectly. In Persian language, most of plural nouns
end with suffixes like ""هﺎ, ""ﮔﺎن, ""ان," "اتetc. For
example the word "( "ﮐﺘﺎبbook in English) is a singular
noun ("N_SING") and "( "ﮐﺘﺎب هﺎbooks) is its plural
form ("N_PL"). So, it is possible to process the output
of the MLE method (or any other POS tagging
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method) with this simple heuristic as: if an unknown
word ends with any of the plural suffixes it should be
tagged as “N_PL”. It should be mentioned that we just
look at the head and tail of the words to detect their
prefixes and suffixes. However, this solution doesn’t
work for all such words. As an example consider the
word “( ”ﺑﻴﻨﯽ اتyour nose in English). This word has
the substring “ ”اتat its end as suffix but it is a single
noun. So based on this heuristic it will be tagged
incorrectly as "N_PL". Similar heuristics could be
formed for many of the part of speech tags. Table 5
lists part of speech tags with their most common
suffixes and prefixes presented in [11]. In this paper
we name this rule sets First-Rule set.
Table 5 Unknown Words Features- First-Rule
Set
Real tag of the
unknown
word
ADJ_CMPR
(Comparative
Adjective)

ADJ_SUP
(Superlative
Adjective)

N_PL
(Plural Noun)

V_PA
(Past Verb)

V_PRE
(Attributive Verb)

V_SUB
(Implicit Verb)

V_PRS
(Present Verb)

Unknown word’s
morphemes

Suffix/
Prefix

 ﺗﺮﯼ،ﺗﺮ

Suffix

ﺗﺮﻳﻦ

Suffix

، هﺎﻳﻢ، ان، هﺎﻳﯽ، هﺎﯼ،هﺎ
، هﺎﻳﺘﺎن، هﺎﻳﻤﺎن، هﺎﻳﺶ،هﺎﻳﺖ
،ان، ات، ﻳﻦ،هﺎﻳﺸﺎن

Suffix

 ﻧﺪ، ﻳﺪ، ﻳﻢ، اﯼ،ام

Suffix

ﺳﺖ

Suffix

 ن،ب

Prefix

 ﻧﻤﯽ،ﻣﯽ

Prefix

In addition to Table 5 we add some other useful
heuristic rules that are shown in Table 6. The
combination of these rules with the rules depicted in
table 5 is named Second-Rule set.
Table 6 Additional Unknown Words Features
Real tag of the
unknown
word
N_PL
(Plural Noun)

CON
(Conjunction)

Unknown word’s
morphemes
، اﺟﺎت، ﺟﺎﺗﯽ، ﺟﺎت،ﮔﺎن
، وﻳﺎن، وﺟﺎت، ﻳﺠﺎت،هﺠﺎت
 ﻳﻮن،ﻳﺎن
 ﮔﻮ ﺁن، ﻣﺎداﻣﻲ آﻪ،درهﺮﺣﺎل
، ازﺁﻧﺠﺎ آﻪ، ﺑﺎ وﺟﻮد ﺁﻧﻜﻪ،آﻪ
، ﭘﻴﺶ ازاﻳﻨﻜﻪ،ﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ از اﻳﻨﻜﻪ
 ازﺁن، ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺒﻊ،از ﻃﺮﻓﻲ دﻳﮕﺮ
 ﺑﺪﻳﻦ، ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرﺗﻲ آﻪ،رو
 ﺑﻪ هﻤﻴﻦ، ﺷﮕﻔﺖ اﻳﻨﻜﻪ،ﻗﺮار
، ﺻﺮﻓﻨﻈﺮ از اﻳﻦ آﻪ،ﻋﻠﺖ
 ﺑﻪ، ﺑﻪ اﻳﻦ ﻣﻌﻨﺎ آﻪ،ﻣﻌﺬاﻟﻚ
 از اﻳﻦ، هﺮ ﭼﻪ آﻪ،ﺑﻴﺎن دﻳﮕﺮ

Suffix/
Prefix/
Word
Suffix

رو

Hence, based on these heuristics we will post
process the output of taggers and for unknown words,
we will modify their tags based on these suffixes or
prefixes.

3. Experimental Results
In this section we show how simple heuristic rules
can improve the accuracy of predicting the tags for the
unknown words. In addition, we study the accuracy of
MLE with different distribution of test and training
sets.
At First, we study the effect of heuristic rules and
the amount of improvement obtained by applying these
rules. Table 7 shows the effect of heuristic rules on
accuracy of MLE-DEFALT method for unknown
words.
Table 7 MLE-DEFAULT Model- Unknown
Words
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG

MLEDEFAULT
0.012%
0.016%
0.018%
0.090%
0.023%
0.020%
0.024%
0.031%
0.044%
0.037%
0.032%

First-Rule
Improvement
17.99%(+17.98)
19.27%(+19.25)
20.25%(+20.23)
18.89%(+18.80)
21.01%(+20.99)
18.86%(+18.84)
19.56%(+19.54)
19.22%(+19.19)
19.09%(+19.05)
18.66%(+18.62)
19.28%(+19.25)

Second-Rule
Improvement
18.26% (+18.25)
19.90% (+19.88)
20.47% (+20.45)
19.07% (+18.98)
21.42% (+21.40)
18.95% (+18.93)
19.63% (+19.61)
19.36% (+19.33)
19.25% (+19.21)
18.84% (+18.80)
19.51%(+19.49)

Table 7 shows the amount of improvement, this
value is shown by (+improvement-value) in the
columns. This value shows the improvement over the
MLE-DEFAULT without applying heuristic rules. The
improvement achieved by using heuristic rules is very
acceptable. After applying the First-Rule set the
unknown word accuracy for MLE-DEFAULT is
increased 19.25 percent in average. This value is 19.49
for the Second-Rule set of rules. Table 8 depicts the
accuracy improvement achieved for MLE-N_SING of
unknown words.
Table 8 MLE- N_SING Model- Unknown Words
Run

Word

1
2
3
4

MLEN_SING
52.60%
56.63%
51.49%
55.48%

First-Rule
Improvement
63.55% (+10.95)
67.78% (+11.15)
64.20% (+12.71)
66.52% (+11.04)

Second-Rule
Improvement
63.75% (+11.15)
68.34% (+11.71)
64.29% (+12.80)
66.64% (+11.16)
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5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG

54.34%
53.42%
56.08%
56.07%
55.67%
56.10%
54.78%

66.72% (+12.38)
64.86% (+11.44)
67.63% (+11.55)
66.96% (+10.89)
66.38% (+10.71)
66.34% (+10.24)
66.09%(+11.30)

67.02% (+12.68)
64.87% (+11.45)
67.56% (+11.48)
66.96% (+10.89)
66.41% (+10.74)
66.40% (+10.30)
66.22%(+11.43)

The improvement of the First-Rule set for MLEN_SING is 11.30 percent in average. This value is
11.43 percent for the Second-Rule set of rules.
Table 7 and 8 both show that we have achieved a
reasonable amount of improvement by the heuristic
rules. Both set of rules improved the accuracy of MLE
for unknown words. This improvement for MLEN_SING is less than MLE-DEFAULT. The reason is
that the correct tag for most of the unknown words is
"N_SING", So MLE-N_SING which selects
"N_SING" as designated tag has better results for
unknown words than MLE-DEFAULT which selects
"DEFAULT" as designated tag. Hence weaker POS
tagger benefits more from heuristic rules.
To have a better view Figure 1 illustrates the tags
distribution in Bijankhan corpus [8]. The tags that are
less frequent than others in the corpus are categorized
into a new group called “ETC”.
ETC
12%

PRO
2%
V_PA
3%

N_SING
38%

N_PL
6%
CON
8%

P
12%

ADJ_SIM
9%
DELM
10%

The tags which are selected for “ETC” group are
the ones whose number of occurrences is below 5000
times in the corpus.
Table 9 and 10 show the accuracy of two models of
MLE tagging after applying the heuristic rules. As it is
shown in this table the accuracy of both two MLE
models is the same for known words.

Table 9 Accuracy of MLE-DEFAULT- Second
Rule Improvement
Known words

Unknown words

96.24%
96.15%
96.09%
95.77%
95.38%

18.95%
19.63%
19.36%
19.25%
18.84%

93.17%
93.05%
92.83%
92.01%
91.54%

Table 10 Accuracy of MLE-N_SING- Second
Rule Improvement
Run
6
7
8
9
10

Known words
96.24%
96.15%
96.09%
95.77%
95.38%

Unknown words
64.87%
67.56%
66.96%
66.41%
66.40%

Overall
94.65%
94.95%
94.85%
94.38%
93.85%

As depicted in Table 9 and 10 accuracy of the MLE
models do not change dramatically when the amount
of training data decreases. As an instance, the overall
accuracy of MLE-DEFAULT is 93.17% for run 6
which uses 85% of the collection for training, but in
spite of decreasing the amount of training data by 40%
in run 10 the overall accuracy of MLE- DEFAULT
does not change so much. Table 11 shows a good view
of the overall accuracy of the two models with and
without applying the heuristic rules.
Table 11 Overall Accuracy of MLE Models
Model

Without
post
processing

First-Rule
Improvement

DEFALT

92.23%

93.00%(+0.73)

N_SING

94.43%

94.89%(+0.46)

Second-Rule
Improvement
93.77%(+1.50
)
95.29%(+0.86
)

5. Conclusion and future work

Figure 1 Tag Distribution for Collection

Run

6
7
8
9
10

Overall

This paper described experiments conducted with
Maximum Likelihood approaches for POS tagging.
The best MLE model, MLE-N_SING has produced an
overall accurate tagging around 95.29% by using new
heuristic rules which is about the best Persian POS
tagger. We also experiment with different distributions
of the training and test sets and investigate the effect of
the size of the training on the effectiveness of the
tagger. Furthermore, we have introduced a set of post
processing heuristic rules that improves the
performance of MLE taggers. The overall accuracy is
improved by 1.5 for MLE-DEFAULT model and by
0.86 for MLE-N_SING.
In future we would like to continue these
experiments with other types of Part of Speech tagging
models.
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